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2024 Quiz 3

1. What charity celebrated 200 years of saving lives in 2024?

2. Figures show that Officers in London's Police Force are ordering trousers in sizes up to what?

3. In February 2024, what did police confirmed happened to chemical attack suspect, Abdul Ezeidl?

4. According to a 2024 survey conducted by Curry's, what are the top 3 distractions for office 
workers?

5. Due to rising costs and long waits, it was revealed that 1-in-5 (21%) of people had to resort to DIY 
treatment with what branch of medical procedure?

6. Which pop group feature on a set of stamps released in January 2024?

7. Who won BBC Radio 1's SOUND OF 2024 accolade?

8. A Psychologist in America claimed that men are losing interest in women because they'd rather be 
intimate with what?

9. Which ethical beauty chain, founded in the 1970s, was put into administration by its new German 
owners AURELIUS in February 2024?

10. Who invaded the streets of Blackpool after heavy rain forced them to seek dryer ground, causing 
problems for both residents and visitors?

11. In February 2024, which six-time Olympic Gold winner announced that he was being treated for 
cancer?

12. From March 2024, who are the new presenters of THIS MORNING replacing long-time presenters 
Phillip Schofield and Holly Willoughby?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. RNLI (Royal National Lifeboat Institution)
2. 6XL (62-inch waist)
3. He drowned in the River Thames
4. Talkative Colleagues, Internet Issues and Mobile 

Phones
5. Dentistry
6. The Spice Girls

7. The Last Dinner Party
8. A Robot Girlfriend
9. The Body Shop
10. Rats
11. Chris Hoy
12. Ben Shephard and Cat Deeley

Sphinx Phoenix 2024 Quiz 3

1. What charity celebrated 200 years of saving lives in 2024?

2. Figures show that Officers in London's Police Force are ordering trousers in sizes up to what?

3. In February 2024, what did police confirmed happened to chemical attack suspect, Abdul Ezeidl?

4. According to a 2024 survey conducted by Curry's, what are the top 3 distractions for office 
workers?

5. Due to rising costs and long waits, it was revealed that 1-in-5 (21%) of people had to resort to DIY 
treatment with what branch of medical procedure?

6. Which pop group feature on a set of stamps released in January 2024?

7. Who won BBC Radio 1's SOUND OF 2024 accolade?

8. A Psychologist in America claimed that men are losing interest in women because they'd rather be 
intimate with what?

9. Which ethical beauty chain, founded in the 1970s, was put into administration by its new German 
owners AURELIUS in February 2024?

10. Who invaded the streets of Blackpool after heavy rain forced them to seek dryer ground, causing 
problems for both residents and visitors?

11. In February 2024, which six-time Olympic Gold winner announced that he was being treated for 
cancer?

12. From March 2024, who are the new presenters of THIS MORNING replacing long-time presenters 
Phillip Schofield and Holly Willoughby?
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